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Preface 

 N. Tellier (dates unknown) in a brief address to the reader in the opening of the book states that 
the present book is his second on the subject and that the time of writing is 1848.  His works and the 
two editions of his colleague and presumed competitor, Bertin,1 are probably the last serious and 
extensive treatments of the subject of playing the trompe, the hunting horn.  Being French music 
publications, none receives a publication date, and Tellier’s allusion to 1848 is the only hint as to any 
specific year.  Otherwise, it is necessary to fall back on Hopkinson’s guide to French music publishers, 
which in this case provides only a little greater precision.  Tellier’s other book, the Manuel du Veneur, 
bears a written inscription that it was placed on deposit in June 1835.  Both of Tellier’s books and the 
second edition of Bertin’s are available on IMSLP Petrucci. 
 The title pages of Tellier’s earlier Manuel and Bertin’s second edition both style their authors as 
“professeur de trompe.”  No connection with any institution is given, and at that time “professor” was 
more of a “courtesy title” assumed unilaterally by any teacher, not necessarily implying any specific 
academic status.  Indeed, neither Tellier nor Bertin appears among the faculty of the Paris Conservatory 
between the relevant years of 1830 to 1850.2  It is interesting in this connection that Tellier’s Manuel 
bears the collection stamp of the Conservatoire de Musique in Paris, indicating it was a part of that 
institution’s collection before being transferred to its present owner, the Bibliotheque Nationale.  
Tellier’s Album bears no library stamp on the personal copy used in this instance, though the IMSLP copy 
is also in the possession of the Bibliotheque Nationale.  IMSLP gives the Biblioteca Nacional of Spain as 
the owner of Bertin’s Méthode and it bears their barely legible stamp. 
 It is impossible from the existing information to determine a precise sequence of publication, 
and so to establish relationships, for the four books:  Tellier’s Manuel and Album and Bertin’s two 
editions of the Méthode.  At the time of writing, I have read only Tellier’s Album, which was originally 
my sole objective.  Having become intrigued by the subject matter—as a former horn player and 
teacher—it is in my mind now also to prepare excerpts of translations from Bertin.  But, we are now at 
the height of the world-wide disruptions of the Covid-19 pandemic, and I am just shy of the biblical 
three score and ten; thus, can I make no promises.  I believe, however, that it is safe to say that the horn 
player who lacks all interest in the old hunting horn is a rare creature and that such a subsequent 
translation would be at least modestly welcome. 
 The text of Tellier’s Album involves a not so subtle subtext of competition between himself and, 
presumably, Bertin.  Tellier expresses particular resentment that an author, plausibly Bertin, has 
ascribed some pieces to him, Tellier, which he asserts are of low quality, not in proper style, and 
decidedly not his own.  Pieces ascribed to Tellier do appear in Bertin’s second edition on pages 74 and 
94 and have some sight similarity to those appearing on pages 7 and 81 in Tellier’s Album.  From this it 
appears that at least one edition of Bertin’s book appeared before Tellier’s Album of 1848. 
 For understanding this rather uneasy relationship between Tellier and Bertin, it is useful to 
explore further the publication history of the three available books.  Tellier’s Manuel, as previously 
stated, bears an acquisition date of 1835, which is fairly well supported as a plausible publication date 
by the evidence.  The title page bears the imprint of A. Meissonnier successeur de Savaresse, Palais 

                                                            
1 IMSLP gives Bertin’s first name as Jean-Baptiste. 
2 M. Lassabathie,  Histoire du Conservatoire Impérial de Musique et de Déclamation (1860.  Repr., Delhi:  n.p., n.d.).  
The only horn teachers listed during the time period are Dauprat, succeeded by Gallay in 1844, and Meifred for 
valve horn.   
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Royale Galerie de Perron, 96 as publisher.  According to Hopkinson, Meissonnier acquired Savaresse in 
1835 and used the Palais Royale address from 1835 to 1838.3  This would seem to make the publication 
date of 1835 plausibly solid.  The Album, however, is another matter. 
 Tellier’s Grand Album bears the publication imprint of Au Ménestrel, Maison A. Meissonnier, 
Heugel succ[esseur], Rue Vivienne, 2 bis.  A Meissonnier took Heugel as partner and moved to Rue 
Vivienne in 1839; then Meissonnier retired in 1842.  Hopkinson first cites Heugel alone on the title page 
in 1847 and still at Rue Vivienne.  Nonetheless, it is not at all unknown for a publisher to continue to use 
and even use inconsistently earlier publication statements concurrently with present ones. 
 The physical structure of the book suggests a further possibility.  The front matter is a single 
quarto bifolium, consisting of an unprinted flyleaf and the lithographed title page.  Following this is a full 
quarto section to the beginning of which is tipped a lithographed frontispiece, reproduced above.  The 
first page, unnumbered, of the full quarto section is a single page notice that refers to the date 1848.  Its 
verso is blank, then unnumbered page 3 begins the Foreword (Avant-Propos) proper.  This makes at 
least possible that the present copy is a second state of the original edition, identifiable only by the 
inclusion of the notice on unnumbered page 1.  A theoretical first state of the first edition could thus 
have been produced between the 1835 Manuel and this hypothetical 1848 second state of the original 
edition.  At any rate, the copy in hand is very plausibly datable to 1848 or shortly thereafter.  The dating 
of Bertin’s Méthode is even more speculative. 
 The title page of the second edition of Bertin’s Méthode, the only one available for this study, 
bears the imprint of Chez l’Auteur, Rue St. Honoré 127.  According to Hopkinson, the first address of 
Bertin’s brief publishing history is 12 Rue Chabannais in 1861.  He gives further a fairly comprehensive 
set of addresses for Bertin’s firm, extending from 1861 to 1870, which he says is the firm’s last 
appearance, among which 12 Rue Chabannais does not appear.  This would seem to indicate a 
publication date for the present second edition of the Méthode as either prior to 1861 or at some 
unattested time between 1861 and 1870.  Since Tellier in 1848 refers to an existing book, almost 
certainly by Bertin, the presumable first edition, this would seem to place the second most plausibly as 
appearing at some time during the 1850’s.  This seems confirmed by Bertin’s apparent response in the 
second edition to Tellier’s criticism of an unnamed author’s use of 3/8 meter instead of 6/8 in the calls.  
Copies of this second edition would then have been purchased for resale by other vendors after the 
dissolution of the firm.  Such a vendor’s stamp appears on the title page of the second edition. 
 As was common practice among publisher-vendors, Simon Richault stamped the present copy 
with his name and address of 4 Boulevard des Italiens.  Simon succeeded his father in the business in 
1866, and the firm remained at the same location till it sold in 1898.  Since publisher-vendors did not 
typically retain large stocks of unsold music for long periods of time, it seems less likely that Richault 
bought for resale a copy in the 1850’s that remained unsold for ten years or more.  More likely is the 
hypothesis that Richault bought the stock of Bertin upon the latter’s dissolution in 1871 or later, and 
that copy was sold shortly thereafter but before Leon succeeded his father Simon in the business in 
1878. 
 Finally!  This results in a plausible, if still speculative, publication sequence of Tellier’s Manuel 
(1835), Bertin’s first edition of the Méthode (prior to 1848), Tellier’s Album (1848), Bertin’s second 
edition (ca.1850’s). 

                                                            
3 Cecil Hopkinson, Parisian Music Publishers 1700-1950 (London:  The Author, 1954). 
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 Tellier’s Album consists of three major parts plus a prefatory Foreword, the subject of the 
present translation.  Part 1 is an introductory method for the trompe, Part 2 is repertoire of hunting 
calls, Part 3 consists of solos, duos, and trios whose intent seems to be entertainment.  There are also 
numerous plates of scenes, animals of the hunt, and tracks of the animals.  At the end of the volume 
appears a dictionary of terms and a section on veterinary medicine for dogs.  From the perspective of 
the present author, the Foreword provides the most interesting material, including basic information on 
the instrument, the physical aspects of playing, and very interesting remarks on performance practice.  
To the translation of this Foreword I have added a glossary of a few important terms, in order to 
attempt to overcome the deficiencies of Tellier’s rather casual attitude toward terminology, and a list of 
translations of most of the names of the individual calls. 
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Tellier, Album du Chasseur 

Foreword 

Article 1:  Concerning the trompe (hunting horn) or demi-trompe 
 
 The present form of the demi-trompe is without question the most elegant and suitable that 
one could discover.  But, although at first sight the trompes of Parisian makers seem to have a similar 
form, by examining them with attention one notices in them some proportions more or less in common, 
more or less well calculated, and even in the instruments issuing from the hands of the same maker one 
finds some differences.  However, the pattern of a trompe is not an indifferent matter:  too little, it can 
facilitate the performance of high notes but not permit a great development of sound, especially in low 
notes.  The constricting of the upper part of the bell impedes the vibrations and injures the low notes of 
the trompe, which are the most used.  Too large:  it obtains a more considerable volume and more 
beautiful quality of sound, but it also demands a great expenditure of breath, the high notes become 
difficult to attack, and the quality of sound is inferior to that which one draws from the low notes in the 
ordinary trompe or of medium pattern. 
 This latter appears to be the most suitable for amateurs who want to devote themselves to the 
study of the trompe. 
 
Article 2:  Concerning the mouthpiece and its dimensions 
 
 There are three parts of the mouthpiece, namely: 

1. The rim that rests on the lips. 
2. The cup, which receives the volume of air, more or less great, that one introduces into the 

instrument. 
3. The throat or prolongment of the cup, which, by constricting, compresses the air and gives it 

more energy at the point of its entry into the instrument. 
Mouthpieces differ in their proportions:  some are quite large, some are quite small. 
 The mouthpiece of the trompe ought to be large enough to permit making heard full and 
sonorous the sounds that need to be heard. 
 A mouthpiece too small produces a weak sound and of a mediocre quality.  It is precisely the 
opposite with a too large mouthpiece, which produces mediocrity in the high sounds. 
 It is necessary especially to retain the mouthpiece with which one began.  The loss of a 
mouthpiece to which one is accustomed becomes very disagreeable in that one gets used to another 
with difficulty in making use of another, however similar it may be to the first. 
 
Article 3:  Concerning the placement of the mouthpiece on the lips 
 
 The mouthpiece is placed on the center of the mouth, two-thirds on the upper lip and one-third 
on the lower lip, where it naturally finds a point of support that prevents it from changing position. 
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 However, one notices that several hunters (piqueurs) place their mouthpiece on the corner of 
the mouth, which entirely distorts the appearance.  Others puff out their cheeks, which, by giving too 
much elasticity to the lips forces the mouthpiece to depart from its natural position. 
 These two mannerisms, then, are to be equally rejected. 
 
Article 4:  Concerning the position of the body and the manner of holding the instrument 
 
 The beginner ought to stand, the body erect and unmoving, without any discomfort or 
constraint.  The head ought always to be steady and the instrument held in the right hand, the thumb 
supported on the two interior branches of the trompe.  It is necessary to avoid swaying the body and 
movement of the arms, which many do believing they acquire by it the “ton de chasse.”4 
 
Article 5:  Concerning tons of the trompe5 
 
 Three different tons6 are distinguished in the manner of sounding the trompe, namely: 
 

1. The ton of Normandy 
2. The Simple ton [see Pt.1, page 4] 
3. The Hunting ton (ton de vénerie)7 

 
 The ton of Normandy is ordinarily produced by articulation in the throat (gosier) and movement 
of the jaw, which is very fatiguing and causes a very bad effect. 
 The Simple ton is a little more convenient, but it is almost as fatiguing as the first because one is 
obliged to make up for the second tongue stroke with a prolongation of breath.8 
 The Hunting ton (ton de vénerie), commonly called the ton de chasse,9 is the most suitable.  It is, 
moreover, adopted by the best hunters (piqueurs).  It is produced by attacking the first note with a 
tongue stroke that serves for those that follow, or on those it should be marked in a manner nearly 
imperceptible.  One ought to avoid coulés (slurs) as much as possible, which are made very badly on the 
trompe. 

                                                            
4 Ton is in itself a very problematic word with possible translations including pitch, tone, mood, musical tone or 
pitch, musical key.  For further information see Article 5 and the glossary. 
5 Tellier’s usage of the word ton is so diverse and ambiguous as to preclude any specific identification of its sense in 
this article.  This section seems to refer to three tonguing styles that do not conform fully with Bertin’s three styles:  
Simple, Roulé, Tayauté, and in regard to which Tellier himself is inconsistent.  Bertin’s definition of ton de chasse 
does specify that it involves a style of articulation. 
6 As alluded to in the preceding note, the word ton is quite problematic in French.  Once again, it seems to mean 
three different basic approaches to playing the trompe so that different sound qualities and effects result.  See 
also the glossary. 
7 Tellier uses two words relating to the hunt that he does not clearly distinguish, chasse and vénerie.  Harrap’s New 
Standard French and English Dictionary (1980) distinguishes vénerie as the science of the hunt and chasse as simply 
the hunt. 
8 See Part 1, pages 4,6, the illustration below, and the glossary. 
9 Tellier’s description is so vague as to be virtually unintelligible.  Bertin says it differs from the normal Simple 
articulation by utilizing either roulé or tayauté articulation. 
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 The more detached the sounds are, the more precise are they, and the better does one 
distinguish the call (fanfare).10  However, it is necessary to avoid too much dryness in the tongue’s 
attacks, which would place it in too close similarity to the Simple ton. 
 Much practice is necessary in order to achieve the Hunting ton (ton de vénerie), and not to 
exaggerate the trills (battements) and other ornaments of the tongue that exist in this ton.11 
 One ought not make these trills (battements) and ornaments except on the notes that issue 
readily from the trompe.  These are C, D, E, G in the lines.12  It is in bad taste to exaggerate these 
ornaments.  It is only old hunters (piqueurs) who still continue to make numerous beats (battements) 
and to trill (trembler) at every opportunity, as also to give coup de gosier,13 with which they distort a 
fanfare to the point that it is difficult to recognize.  The cleanness, exactness, and precision of the note 
and the mellowness of the sound always characterize the talent and good principles of the one who has 
known how to choose a good teacher.  The lips alone become fatigued in playing the trompe, unless one 
has a weak chest, then he would be prudent to give it up. 
 As soon as one perceives that the lips grow tired and that one forms the embouchure with 
difficulty, it is necessary to rest a few seconds and, in the beginning especially, not to fatigue them 
overly, nor to swell them by pressure of the mouthpiece that is too long. 
 One ordinarily plays in two manners.  The pleine trompe14 ought to be played in preference by 
beginners in order to try to acquire the true style (ton) of the hunt (ton de chasse/vénerie).  In mild tone 
(radouci), it is the ton suitable to serenades, which ought to be played only when one is quite certain on 
the pleine trompe.  The difference of these two styles (tons) being of power and gentleness, it is easy to 
obtain the mellowness when one is quite secure in the style of the hunt (ton de chasse).15  One must 
avoid playing on an empty stomach, for it injures the throat; also, there is an old proverb of the hunt 
that says, “A full stomach plays well,” Ventre plein sonne bien. 
 I strongly urge students, before wanting to play fanfares, to assure themselves well of the notes 
and the sounds they represent, of producing them quite fully and without hesitation. 

                                                            
10 Tellier defines the fanfare as a measured melody played upon setting out, sighting the stag, when the Stag is at 
its end, and when it is being field dressed, but he also seems to use it in a more general way equivalent to appel. 
11 Tellier here rather confuses the issue by giving a description that has at least a superficial resemblance to 
Bertin’s Tayauté style.  Throughout the entire history of ornamentation both terminology and execution of 
ornaments have been very inconsistent and confused.  Battements usually refers to the “beats” of a trill, the 
alternation between the main pitch and its accessory pitch.  It is very common for trills to be distinguished from 
ornaments (agréments) because trills were originally conceived as elaborations of cadences and only later became 
applied to other melodic pitches.  Hence, the usual name for trill in French is cadence.  This introduces a question 
as to whether Tellier means the word battements here to refer to trill or to some other type of ornament, perhaps 
of the type where a single pitch is “pulsed,” which the Italians early on often called a trillo. 
12 This appears to indicate partials 8, 9, 10, and 12, even though 12 = G is not “in the lines.” 
13 The term is not explained by either Tellier or Bertin.  It appears to mean a throat articulation of some kind, but 
the term for “turn” is tour de gosier, perhaps also a possibility on these partials.  Since the passage discusses 
ornaments, it may allude to the latter ornament. 
14 Pleine indicates that the trompe is played with full sound as appropriate for the hunt.  See also the glossary. 
15 Tellier’s casualness about terminology is particularly frustrating in this paragraph. 
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 The calls (quêtes), re-calls (requêtes), and orders for dogs (tons de chiens)16 ought to be played 
in preference by beginners. 
 After two or three months of study, one can easily play in the hunt (chasse) some tons and calls 
(appels).17  Fanfares follow soon after.  It is then that one must avoid with the greatest care contracting 
the bad habits of certain players, and especially those ultimate of bad taste, which one hears too often. 
 The trompe is agreeable to the extent that one produces from it a mellow sound, natural and 
light.  It is necessary to try to attain this degree of perfection, but as everyone cannot lay claim to it, one 
must not be discouraged if one does not achieve it and at least apply oneself to play correctly, with 
agility, and with the most taste possible. 
 
Article 6:  Concerning fanfares for second trompes and accompaniments. 
 
 The trompe being very limited for melody, it is also [limited] for accompaniments, whence it 
comes that one finds some old fanfares in which the second parts are on higher notes than those of the 
melody, which produces a harmony that is little precise and of bad effect. 
 Before making any accompaniment or second trompe, it is necessary to be quite certain of the 
melody and of not risking to make third and second parts above, which would be very discordant.18  
Amateurs, for the most part, make some seconds according to their imagination, without knowing if the 
sounds that they produce will be in harmony with the melody. 
 However it may be, the trompe itself, with its imperfections, is nonetheless one of the most 
beautiful wind instruments for its timbre, the quality of its sounds, and the emotion that it arouses for a 
charm which one admits that no one can resist.  It animates the hunters, the dogs, the horses, and even 
the stag stops to listen to it. 
 In praising our instrument, I would appear rash in the eyes of those who hear the endless 
hornists daily wearing out beast and man with their calls (appels) without cease and their fanfares 
performed falsely and without assurance.  Even so, one has not seen without interest M. Veron, director 
of the Royal Academy of Music, admit into an opera a trio of trompes, which has been welcomed with 
enthusiasm by the public. 
 
Article 7:  Concerning effects of the trompe on the physique 
 
 We have already said that only the lips are fatigued by practicing the trompe, which, far from 
injuring the health, appears to be favorable for it, when the exercise of it is moderate.  In effect, one 

                                                            
16 These terms are difficult to translate into simple English.  The first are calls that order the dogs out, the second 
recall them (especially when they have lost the scent), the third seems to be more general with reference to 
specific regions, see Part 1, page 6.  Tellier’s dictionary lists the phrase ton pour chiens, merely saying that it is le 
gros ton, the large or coarse ton, which seems inconsistent with the illustrations of pages 6-7 of Part 1.  See also 
remarks in the glossary.  It may be another instance of careless terminology, meaning pleine trompe.  
17 Tellier in Pt.1, p.6, again, seems to indicate that the tons de chiens [sic] are not orders or directions but are 
simply “tunes” played during the hunt when it is going well.  Appel is the generic term for all calls. 
18 The word “parts” here is an interpretation.  Tellier says only to make thirds or seconds, which could plausibly 
refer to harmonic intervals.  Since in this section he seems to be speaking of the addition of trompe parts, this 
interpretation seems most consistent. 
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conceives that the lungs ought to obtain greater power by the nearly continual exercise of expansion 
and contraction, in which besides they are habituated without difficulty.  It is the case of these organs as 
of all human faculties:  the one who habitually beats iron has sinewy arms, the dancer and the soldier 
have a more assured gait.  But, whatever work and exercise procure can be lost indeed from behaviors, 
either by laziness or by a life too irregular, or ultimately by an excessive timidity that seizes upon some 
players, a feeling by which they do calculate for their comfort, those people who have not recognized it. 
 

General Observations 
 
 I will make mention that I have observed in a method of trompe some tons de chiens and bien-
allé to which someone ascribed my name.  I protest against this pretense and assure that I have never 
performed nor produced any other tons except those that I have just written or those in my former 
Manuel.  I have every reason to think that the author has put them in his work in order to be able to 
take advantage of a comparison in which, indeed, I would have no advantage, for they are completely 
devoid of the type of the hunter.19 
 The meter 6/8 being the only one recognized by all true hunters as being proper for tons de 
chasse, I believe it necessary to employ it in my work for all the fanfares de chasse.  This meter, 
moreover, is in perfect keeping with the gallop of the horse, of which the three beats are not entirely 
equal, the first two a little hurried and the third a little longer than the other two.  The meter in 6/8 or 
that in 2/4 with triplets fills completely these conditions, and I dare to assert that a musician who does 
not at all recognize the style of the hunt (chasse) would perform thus in their rhythm such fanfares as 
one would want, which he would not be able to do if they were written in 3/8, as some of my colleagues 
prefer in error,20 for this measure gives to the fanfare, in place of the style of the hunt (chasse), that of a 
fast waltz and changes completely the feeling of it.21 
 I believe it was necessary to write the fanfares of Part 2 in two manners, some Simple and 
others roulé.22  The roulé fanfares are indicated by little notes and one should perform them according 
to the information that follows (Part 1, page 4) for the fouler as the requêter.  All the fanfares in large 
notes are performed in the Simple manner i.e., by detaching each note, but it depends on the taste of 
the player to rouler them to his satisfaction by distinguishing the black notes and the dotted black notes 
according to the tu-lu indicated.23 
 

                                                            
19 This appears to be an allusion to Bertin’s Nouvelle Méthode, in which some calls and fanfares appear in the 
second edition with Tellier’s name on pages 74 and 94 and in part correspond to items on pages 7 and 81 of 
Tellier’s current book.  Tellier’s remark is important for helping to determine the relative dates of his and Bertin’s 
works.  If, as seems most probable, Tellier in 1848 refers to Bertin’s book, either the first or second editions, then 
at least the first edition must have been published prior to Tellier’s 1848 edition and so probably after Tellier’s 
Manuel (c.1835). 
20 This seems to be an allusion to Bertin, who uses the 3/8 meter. 
21 Bertin appears to respond directly to Tellier’s criticism in the General Observations on page iv of his second 
edition. 
22 Tellier equates doublé ad roulé, as above.  Bertin says that roulé is for groups of three (p.iv) and doublé is a kind 
of double tongue (p.117), see below. 
23 The printed text is a misprint, giving tu tu.  Tellier generally uses the term doublé instead of roulé. 
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Glossary of Selected Terms 
 
 The dictionary that Tellier provides as an integral part of both his early Manuel and the later 
Album as well as the dictionary published separately by Bertin all provide much useful information but 
often lack clarity, omit terms, and are not entirely consistent with each other.  Tellier’s explanations that 
appear along with the calls in Parts 1 and 2 are often much more helpful than either source’s dictionary 
entries.   
 
Appels 
 
Bertin defines this is a general term for all types of hunting calls, with which Tellier is implicitly in 
agreement. 
 
Battements 
 
Neither source defines the term, but it usually indicates the alternation in a trill between the main pitch 
and its accessory pitch.  This seems plausibly consistent with the usage in both sources. 
 
Fanfares 
 
Tellier calls these metered melodies that are played upon setting out on the hunt, at the sighting of the 
stag, in the case of the hallali (the signal that the stag is exhausted), and at the field butchering of the 
animal. 
Bertin uses the term in a more general way, saying only that fanfares are melodies played at different 
points in the hunt. 
 
Piqueur 
 
A hunter responsible for controlling the dogs and playing the trompe. 
 
Pleine 
 
See Trompe. 
 
Radouci 
 
See Trompe. 
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Roulé 
 
This refers to the style of playing that uses the articulation tu-lu according to Tellier, which he illustrates 
as identical to doublé in Part 1, page 4.  It seems to be associated with the third playing style, the ton de 
vénerie that he lists in Article 5 of the Foreword, but this is not entirely clear.  Bertin defines roulé as 
practical on groups of three eighth-notes with the tonguing tourourou and continuous breath.  The 
practice is exemplified in the illustration reproduced above. 
 
Tayauté 
 
This is a tonguing style of enigmatic execution mentioned only by Bertin and described by him as a kind 
of trill or grupetto (iv).24  It appears similar to the tonguing syllables given in Vandenbrock’s Méthode 
(c.1797), but Bertin gives an illustration of it on page 117 of his book, see illustration below.  Since the 
illustration appears together with that of double-tonguing (apparently intended as the same as Tellier’s 
tu-lu tonguing) and involves three notes, perhaps it is intended as a style of triple-tonguing, and Bertin 
says it is similar to roulé, which is tourourou.  Throughout the history of wind articulation the syllables 
used by authors often seem obscure or rather fanciful, but none specific are indicated here for tayauté.   
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
24 Collins/Robert defines taiaut as tallyho!, a clear but still perplexing association without any indication of the 
actual tonguing required. 
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Translations of Bertin’s text 
 
Double-Tongue:  I have placed this example here only to make clear the difference that exists between 
the double-tongue stroke and the tayauté stroke.  Seeing that they are found in all four pages of the 
exercises at the beginning of the collection. 
 
Tayauté:  As I gave notice in the beginning of the work, the fanfare can very well be played without the 
tayauté, seeing that it is notated without having placed on it the two little notes, but indeed one “to” on 
the note that indicates that it ought to be tayauté, if the student is sufficiently [illegible word] to be able 
to do it.  [In Bertin’s book see pages 1,2,4,6,7, 11, 12, etc.] 
 
Ton 
 
This is the most vexed of all the terms used, especially considering that it is used both independently 
and in combination in other phrases. 
Cotgrave’s 1611 dictionary defines the term as a tune or sound, which seems consistent with at least 
some of the usages in both Tellier and Bertin. 
Tellier only defines the phrase ton pour chiens, which he says is the “gros ton.”  The sense of gros is, of 
course, itself quite ambiguous, perhaps great, full, or by extension even usual or common, possibly as a 
synonym for pleine. 
Bertin defines only ton de chasse, which means that in place of playing some fanfares with a simple 
tongue attack, one sounds them with either the notes roulé (see above illustrations from Tellier and the 
slightly different one in Bertin) or with the tayauté attack.  It also means when one plays with full sound, 
pleine trompe. 
 
It must be concluded that the term ton is used completely ambiguously.  The sense of “tune” could 
easily apply to those calls that appear on Part 1, pages 6-7 and relate to specific regions.  On the other 
hand, the sense of “tune” could not possibly apply to the use of the word as appears in Article 5 of the 
Foreword, where it must mean something like “characteristic sound or manner of articulation or 
playing.” 
 
Ton de chasse 
 
Tellier names three manners or styles of playing in Article 5 of the Foreward:  Norman, Simple, and de 
Vénerie, giving basic verbal descriptions and supplementing them with further information in Part 1, 
page 6.   
Bertin does not use these names but alludes to two playing styles under the term ton de chasse roulé 
and tayauté and gives fairly good descriptions on page iv. 
 
Taking the two sources together a plausible interpretation is as follows. 
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Norman—Tellier says this is the most fatiguing, which seems possibly to align with Bertin’s tayauté style, 
which appears to be the most complicated (see above). 
Simple—Bertin, who implies that this is not a ton de chasse, says that in this style each note receives an 
attack of the tongue to or ta and all are separated.  This conforms to Tellier’s Simple, illustrated in Part 1 
page 4 (see above), which he says is more fatiguing than the de vénerie style because it requires that 
each note be given a prolongation of the breath. 
 
Ton de Vénerie 
 
Tellier leaves the reader with only conjecture as to what he means by this style of execution.  It may 
conform to what Bertin describes as playing the notes roulé, which both he and Tellier also call doublé, 
as in Part 1, page 4 of Tellier and page 117 of Bertin, though he distinguishes between roulé in groups of 
three and doublé in groups of two.  In this style the notes are partially detached.  Longer notes receive a 
second gentler articulation “lu” and groups are articulated as tu-lu, tu-lu-lu, according to Tellier. 
 
Trompe 
 
Tellier—the horn of the hunt of which there are both small and large ones and medium ones. 
Bertin—the trompe is fourteen feet four inches long, whether it is coiled as a grande trompe, demi-
trompe, or a trompe in eight coils.  It is pitched in the key of D.  In earlier times the grande trompe was 
used in order that it might easily pass over a tricorn hat; today only demi-trompes are used (page i). 
 

• Pleine trompe—Tellier in Article 5 defines as played with a full sound as is needed in the hunt.  
Bertin says the pleine trompe is one of two sounds; it is the sound quality appropriate to the 
hunt, whereas the radouci (milder) sound is more agreeable and suitable for fanfares but 
unusable for the hunt (page iii). 

• Radouci trompe—the mild tone suitable for fanfares. 
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Terms Relating to Calls and the Hunt 
 
Andouiller—the first horn on the antler’s main branch. 

Appel forcé—used when there is need of immediate help. 

Biche—the doe 

Bien allé—used when the chase goes well and the dogs are on the track. 

Bizarde—malformed antlers 

Blaireau—badger 

Bois—the antlers 

Bonsoir—when the hunters separate. 

Cerf—the stag 

Chevreuil—roebuck, a smaller type of deer. 

Compagnie, en—the animal is in a group with others. 

Cors—horns on the antlers. 

Daguet—young stag with antlers just sprouted. 

Daim (m), daine (f)—deer, in size between stag and roebuck, pale brown or reddish in color, a fallow 
deer. 

Débuché—the animal has broken cover. 

Faon—the faun 

Fouler (foulé)—to make a dog or the pack search an area. 

Hallali—the animal is close to its end;  

Houvari or ouvari—makes the dogs come back on track when they have gone astray, or simply makes 
them come back. 

L’eau, Sortie l’eau—the animal enters the water; emerges from the water. 

Laie—wild sow 

Lancé—when the animal is started by the pack. 

Lievre—hare, larger than rabbit with long ears and legs. 

Loup—wolf 

Marcassin—young boar 
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Merrain—main branch of the antlers. 

Par Terre—the animal is on the ground, on its last legs or exhausted. 

Pied—the animal’s hoof. 

Piqueur—the hunter who controls and follows the dogs and plays a horn 

Plaine—played when the animal is out in the open. 

Point du jour—a call formerly much used by the great lords to rouse the keepers of the dogs. 

Ragot—three-year-old boar. 

Rapproché—to make the dogs go quietly on the track of the animal. 

Relancé—restart, recommence the chase. 

Renard—fox 

Rentrée au chenil—return to the kennel. 

Requêtes—to call back or regroup the dogs. 

Retour de la chasse—return from the hunt. 

Retour—the animal backtracks. 

Retraite manqué—indicates the hunt has been unsuccessful. 

Retraite prise—indicates a good hunt and the desire to come in. 

Reveil—a wake-up call. 

Saint Hubert—patron saint of hunters. 

Sanglier—wild boar 

Sortie du chenil—departure from the kennel. 

Sur pied—the animal confronts the dogs. 

Tête—the antlers, with a number indicates the number of horns or branches on the antlers. 

Vol-ce-l’est—a fleeing animal is spotted again. 

Vue—the animal is spotted again. 
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